Try these games at home for more practice!

1. Write the numbers 1-6 on a piece of paper. Roll a die, count
the dots, and circle the matching number on your paper. Play
until you have circled all numbers.

2. Write the numbers 1-6 on separate pieces of paper and lay the
papers on the floor. Roll a die, count the dots, and stand on the
matching number. BONUS: Use different colors and shapes of
paper for more practice! Name the color/shape of the paper when
you stand on it.

3. Draw ten boxes with chalk outside and write the numbers 1-10
in the boxes. Find nature items (such as acorns, leaves, or
pinecones) to fill each box by matching the number.

4. Play Hopscotch. Make sure the child reads the number s/he
lands on!

5. Play “Run and Count.” Write the numbers 1-10 on ten index cards or papers
and stick them to wooden dowels or sticks with a clothespin stuck to each
card (you can also just lay the cards on the ground if you don’t have sticks).
Draw pictures or place stickers on ten different papers or index cards to
match the numbers 1-10 and give those cards to your child. When you say
GO your child will count the pictures/stickers on each card, run around the
yard to find the matching number, and clip his or her card to the number
card.

6. Play “Number Line Run.” Draw a number line from 1-10 in chalk
outside with the numbers spread out. Set a timer for 5-10 seconds and
when you say GO, your child will run until time runs out and you say
STOP. Have your child tell you what number s/he lands on. If your
child is a fast runner, spread the number line out further!

7. Go on a number hunt. Write the numbers 1-10 on popsicle sticks and hide
them around your yard outside. Have your child find the sticks and read
the numbers. For an extra challenge, have your child lay them out in order
as s/he finds them.

8. Match numbered cars to parking lot spaces. Draw a parking lot
on a piece of paper with ten spaces and use stickers to show the
numbers 1-10 (or print this Parking Lot PDF). Write numbers on
toy cars (or place numbered stickers on them). Have your child
drive each car into the spot matching the number on the car.

9. Play Number Memory.
https://youtu.be/o3H4WufUOSk
10. Check out these apps:
a. 123 Numbers
b. Line ‘em Up
c. Dominoes Easy Match

